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Exciting New Items!

Mixes & Purees!

The iconic flavor of OLD BAY, now in a hot sauce! Tangy with a kick of heat 
and OLD BAY’s unique blend of herbs and spices, it makes all kinds of food all 
kinds of awesome. OLD BAY Seasoning has been the go-to seafood seasoning 
for over 75 years. Like the original, this hot sauce is sure to win over hearts 
(and mouths!) across the WNY!
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NEW75822 | MINOR’S TERIYAKI SAUCE 4/64OZ.

A combination of soy sauce, sherry, brown sugar and sesame oil. This sauce is 
the beginning of delicious Asian-inspired dishes. It's ready to eat without the 
added step of cooking to achieve food safety and ready to use without any 
reconstitution. Try on wings or as a dipping sauce!

Mayson’s makes unrivaled margarita mixes & purees that are delicious, economical, 
and easy to prepare. Whether its On the Rocks or Frozen, Mayson’s has been serving 
up the best since 1971!

82910 | Frozen Margarita Mix 4/1G 

Deli Mustard!

Admiration deli mustard is a spicy golden mustard made with vinegar, mustard 
seed, bran and savory spices to create its tangy bold taste. It is smooth and 
creamy in texture and is sure to add an extra burst of rich flavor to any meal or 
recipe. Admiration uses the finest grade mustard seeds to bring you the best 
product possible. Not just for sandwiches, its great for pretzels too!

24224 | ADMIRATION DELI STYLE MUSTARD 4/1GAL.

75659 | SBR GARLIC BUFFALO WING SAUCE 4/64OZ

The classic heat of Buffalo wing flavor, blended with minced garlic 
and freshly-grated parmesan delivers satisfyingly savory flavor to a 
wide variety of menu items, not just wings….

75760 | OLD BAY HOT SAUCE 12/5OZ.

82911 | On The Rocks Margarita 4/1G 

82912 | Strawberry Puree 4/1G 

82913 | Peach  Puree 4/1G 

82914 | Raspberry Puree 4/1G 

82910 | Mango Puree 4/1G 

Sauce
NO HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP

Great on…
 Wings
 Fingers
 Shrimp
 Mac & Cheese

 Calamari
 BBQ Chicken
 Hog Wings
 Kebobs


